
**Luca Trevisani** is one of those young Italian artists who have achieved most international notice. In addition to awards and exhibitions in important centres for art and museums he has published the books *The effort took ist tools*, Argobooks 2008, *The art of Folding for young and old*, Cura Books 2012, Water Ikebana, Humbodt Books 2013, *Grand Hotel et des Palmes*, Nero, 2015. His research ranges from sculpture to moving images, and crosses border disciplines such as the performing arts, graphics, design, experimental cinema or architecture. In his installations the historical characteristics of sculpture are questioned, if not actually overturned. A characteristic of his works is instability, a magnetic and changing evolutionary condition which, without a pause, expands and contracts the borders between each single element of a work and the environment, which at times becomes irradiated and, at times, the undisputed protagonist.